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Happy Soul Train Friday! https://bit.ly/3aeJ5VB
I had to include the official video. It’s too funny. The outfit and hair on Rick James are my
favorite. https://bit.ly/3dMHZBk
US Futures-World Markets: Another day, another record high for the S&P 500. The VIX (measure of volatility
and a fear gauge) closed at its lowest level since last February. How long will the calm last? Trading volume
has tailed off in the last two weeks with the Robinhood crowd easing off trading. As this market grinds
higher, it brings to mind one of Wall Street’s oldest axioms, “Never short a dull tape.” Massive fiscal stimulus
has investors holding on to their investments. S&P futures trade higher, but markets are little changed
otherwise. Bond yields ticked higher, which has technology stocks taking a breather after their latest bounce.
S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: +6.33, 10-Yr Yield: 1.666%.
CORE Headlines:
 President Joe Biden will release his first budget proposal to Congress, offering a long-awaited
glimpse into a policy agenda that will mark a sharp departure from his predecessor, Donald Trump.Reuters
 China's top ride-hailing firm Didi Chuxing has mandated Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to lead its
blockbuster IPO and plans to file confidentially for the New York float this month, two people with
knowledge of the matter said.-Reuters
 The story reports on how Archegos Capital founder Bill Hwang—who parlayed more than $200M left
over from a hedge fund he shuttered in 2013 into a mind-boggling fortune—had $20B, then lost it all
in two days.-Bberg
 North Carolina halts use of Johnson and Johnson (JNJ) COVID-19 vaccine at various sites due to
adverse reactions.-ABC
 Canada’s vaccine rollout has been among the slowest in major economies, and the country is imposing
fresh lockdowns as coronavirus variants spread.-WSJ
 The Biden administration offered new proposals on taxing multinational companies in a bid to secure
an international agreement aimed at reducing tax avoidance but is looking to limit the number of
companies that would fall under the agreement.-WSJ
 Investors are beginning to retreat from some emerging markets as stronger US growth prospects
prompt them to pull capital out of economies that look less robust than those of developed nations.WSJ
 John Coates, an acting director at the Securities and Exchange Commission, warned companies going
public through deals with special-purpose acquisition companies against issuing enticing but
misleading statements about their growth.-WSJ
 Americans feverishly stocked up on hand sanitizer in the early days of the coronavirus pandemic,
leaving shelves bare for months—but many retailers and manufacturers face such a surplus that
they’re using discounts and giveaways to move product.-USA (They were giving away paper towels at
Home Depot last week.)
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Razer unveiled Project Hazel during the virtual CES show, describing the prototype as the world’s
smartest and most socially friendly face mask—and is now set to officially release the high-tech
product.-USA
As the government prepared on Thursday to start taking applications for a $16B relief fund for music
clubs, theaters, and other live event businesses, the system crashed and had to be shut down just as
applicants were set to submit paperwork.-NYT (But I’m sure a single-payer healthcare system will be
fine.)
Many full-service restaurants nationwide are experiencing a persistent worker shortage in the face of
an upswing in business, as mild weather for outdoor dining spreads across the country, along with the
reduced Covid restrictions.-NYT
A senior engineer at Apple’s fraud department compared App Store defenses against malicious actors
to “bringing a plastic butter knife to a gunfight,” suggesting the company doesn’t do enough to
warrant its 30 percent fee on app purchases.-FT (Have to play the Untouchables clip with Sean
Connery https://bit.ly/3d3zX80 )

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Institutional Investor: Assets tanked at two of the biggest short-selling firms https://bit.ly/31ZlC63
(The game sure has changed in the last 12 months)
 Ecolab: What Bryan Caplan did in his 40’s https://bit.ly/2PHPIIW
 FSR: 13 restaurant chains that defied the Covid odds https://bit.ly/3fVCHWT
 Ross Douthat on Michael Crichton novels https://bit.ly/2OzlxTv
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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Americans are saving/investing more of their stimulus cash.
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Source: @axios Read full article

Nonetheless, Bank of America is predicting an 11% jump in retail sales for March.

Source: BofA Global Research, @LONGCONVEXITY
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Initial unemployment claims continue to drift lower and are now below one million per week.

Source: Oxford Economics
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High-frequency indicators continue to show rapid improvement.

Source: Hugo Ste-Marie, Portfolio & Quantitative Strategy Global Equity Research, Scotia Capital

Consumer confidence is recovering.
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US population growth hit a record low. (Demographics matter and this is not good longer-term.)

Source: Oxford Economics

Office leases are rebounding, driven by bargain rates.
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Source: @WSJ Read full article

Source: @WSJGraphics Read full article
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Investor sentiment is increasingly bullish as bears capitulate.

Valuations are extreme for the Russell 2000 companies that are profitable.

Source: @jessefelder Read full article
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VIX is below 17.

The S&P 500 call skew is the highest in years.

Source: Chris Murphy, Susquehanna Derivative Strategy
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XRP has significantly outperformed large cryptocurrencies over the past month.

Source: FinViz
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Chicago lumber futures continue to hit record highs.
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Below are the year-to-date returns by asset class.

Source: Mizuho Securities USA
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Splurging after the pandemic:

Source: The Balance Read full article
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Top 200 shot locations in the NBA:

Source: @kirkgoldsberry
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